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Adobe After Effects CS4 is a brilliant
tool for creating interactive websites.
The interface is simple and intuitive.
A lot of features are included like you

have the option of creating
transitions, adding sound and even

3D text. If you are looking for a tool to
create interactive websites, this is the
right tool. All the transitions are there

with the feature of text along with
video and image as well. Some of the

functions are not there in CS3, like
the possibility to create a timecode
video and the introduction of time
remapping. These tools are only

given in a CS4 version. You have to
stick with the CS4 version and not the
CS3 version. This product may allow
you to access certain features that
are hosted online (online services),

provided you have a high-speed
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Internet connection. The online
services, and some features thereof,

aren't available in all countries,
languages, or currencies and can be

discontinued in whole or in part
without notice. Use of the online
services is governed by separate

terms of use and by the Adobe Online
Privacy Policy. Access to these

services sometimes requires user
registration. Some online services,
including services that are initially

offered at no charge, may be subject
to additional fees. For more details
and to review the terms of use and

Online Privacy Policy,visit
www.adobe.com. Even though
Creative Suite 6 is out and is a

phenomenal release, some folks still
need the earlier versions for various
reasons: 32-bit vs 64-bit (e.g., After

Effects and Premiere Pro ),
compatibility with other software or

systems owned, the rest of your class
or company is still on CS4, you need
to reinstall but no longer have your

original disks or download file, etc But
this older software is now hard to find
Adobe doesnt publicize or provide a
web interface for it. So if youve been
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searching high and low all over the
Internet to find the official Adobe trial
downloads for CS4 or CS3, well your

search is over!
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